Noise-resistant Unsupervised Object Segmentation in Multi-view Indoor Point Clouds
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Abstract: 3D object segmentation in indoor multi-view point clouds (MVPC) is challenged by a high noise level, varying point density and registration artifacts. This severely deteriorates the segmentation performance of state-of-the-art algorithms in concave and highly-curved point set neighborhoods, because concave regions normally serve as evidence for object boundaries. To address this issue, we derive a novel robust criterion to detect and remove such regions prior to segmentation so that noise modelling is not required anymore. Thus, a significant number of inter-object connections can be removed and the graph partitioning problem becomes simpler. After initial segmentation, such regions are labelled using a novel recovery procedure. Our approach has been experimentally validated within a typical segmentation pipeline on multi-view and single-view point cloud data. To foster further research, we make the labelled MVPC dataset public (Bobkov et al., 2017).

1 INTRODUCTION

Unsupervised segmentation of 3D indoor scenes into objects remains a highly challenging topic in computer vision despite many years of research. Segmentation using data from handheld depth sensors, e.g., Kinect, is a well-studied research topic due to low price and flexibility (Soni et al., 2015), (Karpathy et al., 2013) and (Jiang, 2014). Most existing datasets include only single-view data and focus on small environments due to the high effort involved in recording building-scale environments using handheld sensors. When recording large indoor environments the operational costs and time constraints become more important as the environment has to be free of dynamic objects during the time of scanning. Compared to Kinect-based solutions, laser scanners have a clear advantage in this context as they provide a larger scanning range (typically more than 30 meters) and wider angle of view. With these systems, it is possible to scan an area of ten thousand square meters within a day, which is practically impossible using any Kinect-like sensor. A number of mapping platforms equipped with laser scanners have been developed using either a wearable backpack (Liu et al., 2010) or a moving trolley (Huittl et al., 2012). The sensors progressively take measurements and integrate them into a 3D model using a SLAM system, while the platform is moved through the indoor space.

As a result of the specific scanning procedure required for large indoor environments (e.g., floors and buildings), multi-view point cloud (MVPC) data acquired using a moving platform tend to have the following drawbacks when compared to single-view data:

1. Unreliable surface normal information caused by registration artifacts. These are mostly due to inaccuracies when registering multiple range scans into a single 3D map. Such artifacts are most pronounced in large datasets, because registration noise tends to accumulate over time (Pomerleau et al., 2013). This complicates the object segmentation using solely normal information.

2. Varying point density. This is caused by large scanner setup and strict time constraints, so that it is, sometimes, simply impossible to scan the objects from various directions.

The available single-view depth indoor datasets (N. Silberman and Fergus, 2012), (Lai et al., 2013), (Xiao et al., 2013) are not representative for building-scale indoor applications, because of the aforementioned limitations.
tioned differences to MVPC data. The dataset of (Song and Xiao, 2014) is not suitable for evaluation of point cloud-based segmentation algorithms because severe misalignment artifacts are present in the point cloud data. This is due to the fact that object labelling has been done in depth images only. The large dataset of (Armeni et al., 2016) has been captured using a static laser scanner, which experiences lower noise level as compared to a moving scanning platform. This setup is, however, significantly limited for large environments due to small scanning range and longer capture times. Other available multi-view datasets are not applicable, because they are either limited in size and contain only single objects (Mian et al., 2006) or capture outdoor environments (Boyko and Funkhouser, 2014), which have different geometric properties than indoor scenes. To fill this gap between single-view and multi-view indoor datasets, we provide an annotated point cloud dataset that reflects these real world constraints. Our dataset spans 6 room scenes with various objects, such as tables, chairs, lamps etc. and is made available to the scientific community (Bobkov et al., 2017) in order to foster further research in this area.

Existing approaches for 3D point cloud segmentation are usually tested on single-view datasets. Hence, they do not consider the important peculiarities of MVPC data and tend to perform poorly on such datasets. Furthermore, these approaches have been designed specifically for depth-based datasets (Jiang, 2014), (Song and Xiao, 2014), (Deng et al., 2015), (Fouhey et al., 2014), (Tateno et al., 2015). Other methods make strong assumptions on scene planarity (Mattausch et al., 2014). Supervised methods achieve good segmentation performance (Karpathy et al., 2013), (Sonli et al., 2015), but require massive amount of labelled training examples, which are unavailable for MVPC datasets. Therefore, this paper considers unsupervised methods. The performance of state-of-the-art segmentation methods (Stein et al., 2014), (van Kaick et al., 2014) on MVPC is not satisfactory. This is due to the high noise level in highly-curved concave regions, which normally serve as a strong evidence for object boundaries (Fouhey et al., 2014), (Stein et al., 2014). To overcome this limitation, we propose a novel point set-based criterion to detect such concave noisy regions and temporarily remove them prior to scene segmentation. We further propose a procedure to restore such noisy regions after initial segmentation.

The contributions of this paper are the following:

- Method to robustly detect high-noise regions. It helps to overcome limitations of state-of-the-art object segmentation algorithms that perform poorly on MVPC datasets due to the specific properties of such data.
- A new MVPC dataset with labelling for objects and parts. It has been acquired using a laser scanner and contains scenes of office environments.

2 METHODOLOGY

To illustrate the improvements achievable with the proposed concave/convex region criterion, we first consider a typical 3D object segmentation pipeline, as described in (Stein et al., 2014). One normally performs pre-processing on the input point cloud (Fig. 1a) data to remove outliers and other artifacts. This is typically done in combination with normal and curvature calculation (Fig. 1b). Afterwards, the supervoxel (surface-patch) adjacency graph is extracted from the point cloud, e.g., using the approach of (Pa-
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Limitation of Supervoxels and Normals. In order to reduce the computational complexity, we group points according to the algorithm of (Papon et al., 2013). It essentially over-segments 3D point cloud data into patches called supervoxels (Fig. 1d). The supervoxels are desired not to span boundaries across objects. Unfortunately, this is not the case for noisy highly-curved concave regions, which often coincide with object boundaries. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 2. Note the false connections (circled in red) within the wall of the table in the middle of the scene within a concave high-curvature region. If we would just remove all high-curvature regions, this would severely degrade the segmentation performance, because many of the removed points represent important connections within objects that should not be partitioned. This effect is not specific to supervoxels only, but occurs in any patch-based surface representation as surface estimation is negatively influenced by noise.

Noise-resilient Convexity/Concavity Criterion. We derive a novel convexity/concavity criterion operating on point set statistics that is robust to noise in the normal estimation in order to cope with the aforementioned limitations. The criterion is defined for the neighborhood with radius $R$ of a given point $\vec{p}_i$. In particular, for a given point coordinate $(p_x, p_y, p_z)$ and its normal $(n_x, n_y, n_z)$ (Fig. 3), one can define a plane having the same normal as $\vec{n}$ and containing point $\vec{p}$. The plane equation is given in Hessian form:

$$n_x \cdot x + n_y \cdot y + n_z \cdot z + d = 0,$$

where $d$ is the distance to the origin and can be computed from (1) by using $p_x, p_y, p_z$ instead of $x, y, z$.

This tangent plane divides the whole space into two half-spaces. We compute in which half-space a particular point is located with (1). By analysing convex and concave neighborhood regions, we find that the points within $R$ are typically located within the same half-space as the normal direction $\vec{n}$ for the concave regions, and for convex ones in the other half-space.

We compare the number of points within each half-space to determine whether the given point neighborhood $R$ is non-convex and if yes, it will be removed:

$$m(\vec{p}, R) = \begin{cases} 
\text{non-convex} & \text{if } N_+ \geq \alpha_1 \cdot N_- \\
\text{convex} & \text{if } N_+ < \alpha_1 \cdot N_-,
\end{cases}$$

where $N_+$ is the number of points in the neighborhood $R$ lying within the same half-space as the normal vector of the local surface $\vec{n}(R)$, and $N_-$ is the number of neighboring points lying within the opposite half-space and $\alpha_1$ is the threshold to detect noisy regions. We illustrate the choice of the value of $\alpha_1$ on the example of the regions in Fig. 3. Concave and ambiguous regions need to be removed for the best segmentation performance: In contrast, convex regions have to be preserved. For $\alpha_1 = 0.1$ the convex region in Fig. 3 is classified as non-convex and removed. Its removal leads to over-segmentation of the object. For $\alpha_1 = 1.0$ the ambiguous region (that mostly consists of measurement noise) will be classified as convex and thus preserved. Experiments on laser scanner data indicate that with $\alpha_1 = 0.2$ such regions will be correctly classified for the used datasets (see further results in Discussion). The point neighborhoods satisfying the non-convex condition in (2) and with curvature $\theta > \theta_1$ will be temporarily removed (Fig. 1c). From this point on, we denote concave and ambiguous regions as non-convex for the sake of simplicity.

2.2 Supervoxel Clustering and Graph Partitioning

After noisy high-curvature non-convex regions have been removed, edge weights between neighboring supervoxels can be adequately computed. For this, we consider supervoxel $\vec{p}_i = (\vec{x}_i, \vec{n}_i, N_i)$, with centroid $\vec{x}_i$, normal vector $\vec{n}_i$ and edges to adjacent supervoxels.
We do not want to strictly enforce the condition of concave object boundaries. Instead, we argue that concavity is just one indicator for the object boundary and Euclidian distance and surface normals still serve as evidence for object boundaries in case of non-concave regions. Therefore, we calculate the graph edge weight between neighboring supervoxels as follows:

\[ w_e = \begin{cases} a \cdot D^2 & \text{if convex edge} \\ D & \text{if concave edge} \end{cases} \]

where \( D \) is the definition for edge weight described in (Papon et al., 2013), but implemented differently by the authors in Point Cloud Library:

\[ D = \frac{\|x_1 - x_2\|}{R_{\text{seed}}}, w_s + (1 - |\cos(\hat{n}_1, \hat{n}_2)|) \cdot w_n, \]

where \( |x_1 - x_2| \) is the Euclidean distance between two nodes (centroids of supervoxel patches), \( R_{\text{seed}} \) is the seed radius, \( \hat{n}_1 \) and \( \hat{n}_2 \) are normals of two supervoxels and \( w_s \) and \( w_n \) are spatial and normal weights, respectively. Note that we omit the color difference term compared to original formulation as it does not necessarily improve segmentation results, also observed in (Karpathy et al., 2013). The parameter \( a \) denotes the weight for considering the importance of concavity when partitioning objects. A lower value for \( a \) increases the weight of the concavity criterion in the segmentation process. Based on experimental results and to be able to segment various objects, we strike a trade-off by using \( a = 0.25 \) for all experiments. From (3), it is clear that in case of similar weights concave edges will be preferred as object boundaries in most cases. Nonetheless, in case a convex edge connects two remotely located regions with drastically different surface, the spatial and normal distance can serve as evidence for object partitioning. Similarly to (Stein et al., 2014), we set \( R_{\text{seed}}/R_{\text{voxel}} = 4 \) for all used datasets, where \( R_{\text{voxel}} \) is the voxel radius. In our experiments, we set \( w_s = 0.2 \) and \( w_n = 0.5 \) for all datasets, as we have observed that normal information is more characteristic when describing the surface geometry compared to the Euclidian distance.

When partitioning the extracted graph of scenes with complex geometry, we observed that simple region-growing algorithms do not perform well. Therefore, we instead use adaptive statistics-based graph-based segmentation algorithm of (Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2004) (Fig. 1e). Other graph partitioning algorithms, such as spectral clustering and normalized mincut do not achieve such a good trade-off between accuracy and speed.

\[ 2.3 \text{ Recovery of Previously Removed Noisy Non-convex Points} \]

It is necessary to recover the removed non-convex high-curvature points and assign them to correct labels. While recovering such points, the most similar labelled points in the vicinity need to be determined. The local surface geometry is important for this purpose. For this reason, we use the graph edge weight defined in (4) as our similarity metric. We have observed that simple region growing algorithms based on seeds (i.e. known labels) are sensitive to outliers, which often occur at such highly-curved regions. To overcome this problem, we constrain the number of propagated labels per iteration. Furthermore, we start with connections having lower weights as these exhibit higher similarity and compute this metric in the vicinity \( R_{\text{voxel}} \) of the given point. Within one iteration, we limit the number of points to recover to a certain percentage \( P_t \) of the number of currently unlabelled points that have labelled neighbors (\( P_t = 80\% \)). We have experimentally found that \( K = 20 \) such iterations are sufficient to recover non-convex points (observe an example of the restored labels in Fig. 1f). The pseudocode for the algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. Here LabelledRadiusPoints\((P,R)\) returns labelled neighboring points around \( P \) within the search radius \( R \). LabelOf\((P)\) returns the point label. Note that \( W \) denotes a triplet with point, distance and weight.

Algorithm 1: Label Removed Non-convex Points.

\[
Q \leftarrow \text{labelled points} \quad U \leftarrow \text{unlabelled points} \\
\text{for } k = 0 \text{ to } K - 1 \text{ do} \\
\quad W \leftarrow \{\} \\
\quad \text{for all } P_i \in U \text{ do} \\
\quad\quad M \leftarrow \text{LabelledRadiusPoints}(P_i, R_{\text{voxel}}) \\
\quad\quad \text{if } M \neq \emptyset \text{ then} \\
\quad\quad\quad j_{\text{min}} \leftarrow \arg\min_{M_j \in M} D(P_i, M_j) \\
\quad\quad\quad D_{\text{min}} \leftarrow D(P_i, M_{j_{\text{min}}}) \quad (4) \\
\quad\quad\quad L_{\text{min}} \leftarrow \text{LabelOf}(M_{j_{\text{min}}}) \\
\quad\quad\quad W \leftarrow W \cup \{M_{\text{min}}, D_{\text{min}}, L_{\text{min}}\} \quad (4) \\
\quad\quad\text{if } k \neq K - 1 \text{ then} \\
\quad\quad\quad \text{Sort } W \text{ with ascending order of } D \\
\quad\quad\quad N_{\text{preserve}} \leftarrow \text{Rnd}(\text{Length}(W) \cdot P_t) \\
\quad\quad\quad \text{for } i = 0 \text{ to } N_{\text{preserve}} - 1 \text{ do} \\
\quad\quad\quad\quad Q \leftarrow Q \cup W_i \\
\text{end for} \\
\text{end if} \\
\end{align*} \]

3 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we present quantitative results on manually labelled laser scanner-based indoor point
cloud data. We further provide experimental results for Kinect data. We benchmark our results against the state-of-the-art geometry-based unsupervised segmentation algorithms of (Stein et al., 2014) (Locally Convex Connected Patches - LCCP) and (van Kaick et al., 2014). For this, we use the publicly accessible algorithm implementations provided by the authors.

### 3.1 Laser Scanner Dataset and Evaluation Metric

For rigorous evaluation of various segmentation approaches and due to the lack of publicly available multi-view point cloud datasets, we manually label 6 indoor scenes by specifying object parts and their relationship to each other. The point cloud data has been acquired using a mobile mapping platform with 3 Hokuyo UTM-30LX laser scanners. While the analysis can be done on the data from any range sensor, we chose laser scanners as they offer a fast acquisition procedure in large indoor environments. As the platform is moved through the environment, its laser scanners perform range measurements in one horizontal and two intersecting vertical planes, thus incrementally building a 3D map. The average scanning time per room constitutes several minutes. The captured scenes represent typical office environments. The total number of objects is 156, which contain 452 semantic object parts (e.g., chair back, leg, arm etc., see Fig. 4).

When labelling, some may regard a chair as a whole object, while others may regard it as a collection of parts, such as chair back, chair leg etc. It is unclear which of this labelling is correct. Therefore, we derive labelling on several object levels, e.g., fine and coarse ground truth (GT). Fine GT includes object parts, while coarse GT capture objects themselves. Finally, the proper GT given the segmentation result will be generated based on the predicted label as well as coarse and fine GT data. Prior to labelling, we employ plane segmentation to remove architectural parts of buildings, such as walls and floor. Furthermore, due to the rather coarse resolution of the point clouds, we do not separately label small objects that are not distinguishable from noise, e.g., the pen lying on the table. As an evaluation metric, we propose an extension to under-segmentation (UE) $ME_{\text{ue}}$ and over-segmentation error (OE) $ME_{\text{oe}}$, that was first mentioned in (Richtsfeld et al., 2012). Compared to the original version, we evaluate with respect to an object and its parts so that most appropriate GT is considered (see (Bobkov et al., 2017) for details).

### 3.2 Experimental Results

**Laser Scanner SLAM Dataset.** We first present results scene-wise in Table 1. Here we include results for the two aforementioned algorithms (LCCP and van Kaick), as well as a combination of our criterion (non-convex region removal and recovery) with the LCCP segmentation algorithm ("Our+LCCP"). For all laser scanner-based room datasets we used the same parameters for our method, in particular $R_{\text{seed}} = 12 \text{cm}$, $C = 3$, $\delta = 0.03$, $k = 3$, thus no parameter tuning for a particular scene has been performed. For LCCP we used same $R_{\text{voxel}}$ and $R_{\text{seed}}$, while other parameters are described in (Stein et al., 2014). From the results in Table 1 one can observe that the proposed algorithm significantly outperforms LCCP as well as the approach of (van Kaick et al., 2014) for both multi-scale UE and OE. The three scenes along GT data and segmentation results of the analyzed algorithms are provided in Fig. 4. Observe in the right column of Fig. 4 the case when LCCP segmentation deteriorates due to noisy normals. One can see that the high UE of LCCP stems from the fact that it has merged the chair in the top part of the scene with the table. The method of (van Kaick et al., 2014) also shows limited performance on partitioning the table from the adjacent chairs. In contrast, the proposed method has produced better results by separating the chairs from the table. Limited LCCP performance is mostly due to noisy normals and low-density regions in the neighborhood of chairs. The method of Van Kaick et al. is limited on such scenes as it cannot handle sparsity in the data. On the other hand, our method is more robust with respect to such re-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scene</th>
<th>Our</th>
<th>LCCP</th>
<th>Our+LCCP</th>
<th>van Kaick</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15.3%</td>
<td>35.8%</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>37.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>23.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
<td>20.3%</td>
<td>17.3%</td>
<td>17.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>143.7%</td>
<td>88.3%</td>
<td>647.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td>29.6%</td>
<td>22.3%</td>
<td>27.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
<td>21.2%</td>
<td>17.7%</td>
<td>37.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
<td>26.0%</td>
<td>18.8%</td>
<td>29.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of the segmentation methods on the laser scanner data. Used error metric is multi-scale over- and under-segmentation, where smaller is better. Top value is $ME_{\text{ue}}$ and bottom value is $ME_{\text{oe}}$. Bold entries indicate best performance per scene. Average processing time of our approach is less than 10s per scene.
Figure 4: Example results for manually labelled scenes 1, 3 and 4 (left, middle and right column respectively). Here row A is given for illustration, but not used by any of the algorithms. B is the fine GT. C illustrates coarse GT. D represents LCCP segmentation results. E shows segmentation results of the approach of (van Kaick et al., 2014). F corresponds to segmentation results of the proposed method.

Furthermore, observe that LCCP as well as our method have over-segmented the left part of the scene containing kitchen cupboards and objects on the table. And finally, in the right part of the scene, both algorithms are unable to correctly segment the corner table, thus increasing OE. For scene 3 (middle column of Fig. 4), LCCP over-segments the objects behind the cupboard in the upper part of the scene, whereas our method correctly segments such parts, and thus has a lower OE. The method of (van Kaick et al., 2014) shows high UE on this scene. Also note that our convex/concave criterion combined with LCCP algorithm ("Our+LCCP") gives clear improvement.

NYU Dataset. We further evaluate the algorithms on the NYUv2 Kinect dataset (N. Silberman and Fergus, 2012). It contains 1449 scenes with realistic cluttered conditions, captured from a single viewpoint. Quantitative evaluation on 654 test scenes is provided in Ta-
Table 2: Performance of segmentation methods on the NYU dataset using weighted overlap (WO) (bigger is better).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Learned features</th>
<th>WO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>No learning</td>
<td>58.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCCP</td>
<td>No learning</td>
<td>57.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silberman et al.</td>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>53.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gupta et al.</td>
<td>Depth+RGB</td>
<td>62.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Gain achieved by removing non-convex noisy regions vs. curvature threshold $\theta_t$, significant number of inter-object connections are removed (solid). Note the low number of removed intra-object connections (dashed).

Figure 2. We used $\theta_t = 0.02$, $C = 3$, $k = 5$, $R_{\text{seed}} = 16cm$ for all scenes. For comparison we also provide the performance of LCCP and training-based methods of (N. Silberman and Fergus, 2012) and (Gupta et al., 2013). Observe that our method achieves reasonable performance in spite of being learning-free, as compared to (Gupta et al., 2013).

Parameter Sensitivity. For illustration of the curvature threshold $\theta_t$, we show the number of inter-object vs. intra-object edges that are removed in the laser scanner dataset in Fig. 5. One can see that by choosing its value in the range 0.02 to 0.03 a significant number of inter-object connections are removed (e.g. 68.31%), whereas most of the intra-object connections are preserved (e.g. 77.21%). This allows us to significantly simplify the segmentation problem while achieving even better performance. Please note that we also varied $\alpha_t$, which confirms the choice of $\alpha_t = 0.2$ for this dataset. Due to marginal improvement, we fix parameter $k = 3$ for all scenes in the laser scanner dataset. We want to point that the parameter $k$ offers the trade-off between UE and OE, in particular higher $k$ would result in lower OE and higher UE. Should one thrive for low UE, the parameter $k$ has to be reduced. The parameter for graph partitioning $C$ should be chosen jointly with seed resolution $R_{\text{seed}}$ depending on the desired size of the smallest segment. Finally, $R_{\text{seed}}$ should be greater than the average point cloud resolution, as indicated in (Papon et al., 2013).

Limitations. Removing high-curvature non-convex regions can sometimes result in the situation that some regions become too sparse, therefore no connections within the object remain. This, apparently, will lead to erroneous over-segmentation of the object. We further acknowledge the simplicity of the used criterion of a concave edge, which can fail in some cases (TV set in scene 1 in Fig. 4).

4 CONCLUSION

This paper presents a novel approach for segmentation of multi-view indoor point clouds. To address particular properties of these datasets, such as non-uniform density and high level of noise, we derived a novel noise-resilient criterion for the detection of noisy non-convex regions. This step makes the graph partitioning (and thus segmentation) problem simpler and reduces the number of erroneous connections due to noise. By combining the proposed point removal step with state-of-the-art segmentation algorithms, one can significantly improve their performance. In spite of being designed for MVP data, the algorithm achieves state-of-the-art performance on single-view point cloud data. We further introduce a new laser scanner dataset to illustrate experimentally that there is a discrepancy between single-view and multi-view point clouds in terms of noise level, especially at high-curvature regions. The proposed dataset spans 6 rooms within an office environment and contains 452 object parts. It is especially valuable to the scientific community as the moving laser scanner-based approaches are particularly suitable for the mapping and 3D reconstruction of large indoor environments.
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